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« Information » is processed by 
spikes.

Individual neurons and synapses do 
not matter.

Population dynamics, PDEs, 
statistical physics, large 

deviations ... 

Analogic computing.

No spikes except at GCells

Individual neurons and synapses 
DO matter.

Dedicated circuits made of a few 
neurons and synapses process the 

local visual information.

The visual system



1. The retina is a high dimensional, non autonomous and noisy dynamical 
system, layered and structured, with non stationary and spatially 

inhomogeneous entries (visual scenes).

2. Local circuits of non linear cells, connected with non linear synapses 
efficiently process the local visual information. These local circuits are 

connected together, spanning the whole retina in a regular tiling.

3. The conjunction of non linearities and regular structure can produce a highly 
disordered spatio-temporal dynamics.

4. The retina is sensitive to changes in its physiology (development, 
pharmacology, pathologies). These changes can be addressed from the point 

of view of bifurcations theory.
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Questions

I. Spatio-temporal spike correlations.
 
1.What could be the spatio-temporal distribution of spikes emitted from the retina 

to the LGN-cortex, considering that inputs are non stationary (moving objects) ? 
2.What could be the non stationary structure of spatio-temporal correlations ? 
3. In particular is it possible to disentangle the effects of:

i. Stimulus induced correlations;
ii.Network induced correlations ;
iii. Non linearities.
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3. In particular is it possible to disentangle the effects of:

i. Stimulus induced correlations;
ii.Network induced correlations ;
iii. Non linearities.

II.Cortical model
 
1.Which mechanism/principle is used to decipher "at best" the trajectory of a 

moving object from the retinal spike trains ? 
i. Firing rates ?
ii. Individual spikes ?
iii.Both ?

2.What could be the implications of questions/answers in item I with respect to the 
theory of efficient coding ?
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retinalanticipation”, Journal of Mathematical Neuroscience, BioMed Central, 
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Modelled by a convolution kernel
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Building a 2D retina model

Dynamical system representation
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Dynamics of the 2D retina model

The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of 
can be computed in some specific cases 
as well as conditions for stability.

S. Souihel, B. Cessac, Journal of Mathematical 
Neuroscience, BioMed Central, 2021, 11, 
10.1186/s13408-020-00101-z⟨ ⟩

B. Cessac, Journal of Imaging, 2022, Special Issue 
Mathematical Modeling of Human Vision and Its 
Application to Image Processing, 8 (1), pp.14. 
10.3390/jimaging8010014⟨ ⟩
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Stimulus correlations

Drive correlations do not depend on the 
stimulus, only on the receptive fields, 

via the overlap of the spatial and 
temporal part.

Lateral inhibition weakens 
these correlations.
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1)         and         do not commute in general 
but they have the same spectrum ;

2)Voltages correlations are due to :

I. Stimuli correlations ;

II.Network effects (mixture of 
exponentials decaying in time) ;

III. For a moving object correlations 
propagate with the stimulus in a wave 
like-form with a network contribution.



Motion anticipation

Souihel S., Cessac B., “On the potential role of lateral connectivity in retinal 
anticipation”, Journal of Mathematical Neuroscience, BioMed Central, 2021, 11, 
10.1186/s13408-020-00101-z⟨ ⟩
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Spike correlations

I. High order correlations can be 
computed (X is Gaussian).

II.They depend on stimulus 
correlations and network 
induced correlations in an 
explicit way.

III. A moving object induces non 
stationary spatio-temporal 
spike correlations.
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The role of rectification

https://dx.doi.org/10.3390/jimaging8010014
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The role of rectification

I. Rectification generates null eigenvalues 
that actually prevent exponential 

instability ;

II. In the deterministic case times of exit from 
continuity domains can be explicitly 

computed. They depend on the stimulus ;
  

III. In the stochastic case these times 
become random.

Piecewise linear stochastic system
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The cortex has no clue of what is happening in 
the retina. It only receives spikes and has to 
extract all the visual information from them. 
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Which cortical 
model ?

Firing rates ?

Individual spikes ?



A mean field model to reproduce VSDI 
recordings Zerlaut et al 2016

Chemla et al 2018
Souihel, 2019 (PhD)



A spiking model

B. Cessac, Viéville T., “On Dynamics of Integrate-and-Fire Neural Networks with Adaptive 
Conductances.”, Front. Comput. Neurosci. (2008) 2:2.

R. Cofré and B. Cessac « Dynamics and spike trains statistics in conductance-based 
Integrate-and-Fire neural networks with chemical and electric synapses », Chaos, 

Solitons & Fractals, Volume 50, May 2013, Pages 13-31.

B. Cessac and R. Cofré, « Spike train statistics and Gibbs distributions »,  J. Physiol. 
Paris, Volume 107, Issue 5, Pages 360-368 (November 2013). Special issue: Neural 

Coding and Natural Image Statistics.

B. Cessac, I. Ampuero, R. Cofre, « Linear response for spiking neuronal networks with 
unbounded memory ». Entropy, MDPI, 2021, 23 (2), pp.155. 10.3390/e23020155⟨ ⟩
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● Visual entries are neither stationary, nor spatially regular.

● The « longitudinal » pathways PhotoReceptors => Bipolar cells => Ganglion cells 
efficiently encode the visual information into parallel flows.

● On the basis of biophysical modelling + mathematical analysis we found that 
Amacrine cells may generate, from a moving stimulus, spatio-temporal 
correlations (waves) contributing to better encoding a visual scene (e.g. 
anticipation).

● We also showed theoretically that an object moving in the receptive field of laterally 
connected Ganglion Cells may dramatically imprint spike statistics, not only firing 
rates, but also higher order correlations, living, in the raster plots, a trace that 
could be deciphered.

● This leads to a paradigm very different from the « efficient coding » paradigm where 
longitudinal pathways are assumed to be independent. We switch from a paradigm of 
« rate » decoding to « correlations » decoding. 

Conclusions



Thanks 
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